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What kinds of studies are most needed to understand the effects of global change on

nature? Two deficiencies stand out: lack of long-term studies [3] and lack of data on species

interactions [7]. The paper by Mennerat and colleagues [5] is particularly valuable because it

addresses both of these shortcomings. The first one is obvious. Our understanding of the

impact of climate on biota improves with longer times series of observations. Mennerat et al.
[5] analysed an impressive 18-year series from multiple sites to search for trends in parasitism

rates across a range of temperatures. The second deficiency (lack of species interaction data)

is perhaps not yet fully appreciated, despite studies pointing this out ten years ago [2, 7].

The focus is often on species range limits and how taking species interactions into account

changes species range predictions based on climate alone (climate envelope models; [4]). But

range limits are not everything, as the function of a species (or community, network, etc.)

ultimately depends on the strengths of species interactions and not only on the presence or

absence of a given species [2, 7]. Mennerat et al. [5] show that in the case of birds and their
nest parasites, it is the strength of the interaction that has changed, while the species involved

stayed the same. Mennerat et al. [5] found nest parasitism to increase with temperature at
the nestling stage. They have also searched for trends of parasitism dynamics dependence on

the host, but did not find any, probably because the nest parasites are generalists and attack

other bird species within the study sites. This study thus draws attention to wider networks of

interacting species, and we urgently need more data to predict how interaction networks will

rewire with progressing environmental change [1, 6].
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